Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Stroke volume and cardiac output are key indicators of hemodynamically-unstable patients in operating room (OR), intensive care unit (ICU), and emergency room (ER). Hypoventilation could be detected by continuous monitoring of tidal volume and minute ventilation from non-intubated patients with respiratory depression in post anesthesia care unit (PACU) and general ward. Simultaneous measurements of stroke volume and tidal volume will enable monitoring of cardiopulmonary functions in an integrated way. Noninvasive, simultaneous, and continuous measurements of stroke volume and tidal volume, therefore, would benefit many critically-ill patients in OR, ICU, PACU, ER, and other places in hospitals.

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) has been studied for image-based noninvasive monitoring of physiological functions such as lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow^[@CR1]--[@CR4]^. The image contrast in EIT is the electrical tissue conductivity^[@CR5]^, which is probed by injecting AC currents and measuring boundary voltages from multiple electrodes attached around the chest. A linearized image reconstruction algorithm using a sensitivity matrix derived from the lead field theory can be adopted to produce a time series of time-difference EIT images of internal physiological functions^[@CR4],[@CR6],[@CR7]^.

EIT has been mainly used for regional lung ventilation imaging during mechanical ventilation for lung protective ventilation^[@CR8],[@CR9]^. However, cardiac EIT imaging has not been successful yet primarily due to the following reasons. First, lung ventilation, cardiac blood flow, movements of internal organs, and chest motions occur simultaneously and measured boundary voltage data are influenced by all of them. Second, the influence of cardiac blood flow on the measured boundary voltage data is much weaker than that of lung ventilation. Third, time-varying boundary voltage data associated with lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow have overlapping frequency spectra even though their fundamental frequencies could be different. Fourth, an EIT system with high temporal resolution is needed to capture fast changes in cardiac blood flow.

Numerous techniques have been developed to separate lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow components in EIT using breath holding, ECG-triggered signal averaging, bandpass filtering, and parametric methods^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^. Recently, the principal component analysis (PCA) has been adopted to extract time-varying cardiac blood flow components from pixels or regions-of-interest (ROIs) in reconstructed time-difference EIT images^[@CR13],[@CR14]^. The independent component analysis (ICA) was also suggested to extract cardiac and respiratory signals from reconstructed EIT images^[@CR15]^. However, since the sources of cardiogenic changes in EIT images are not well understood, interpretation of cardiac EIT images is still controversial^[@CR16]--[@CR18]^. Though previous studies showed the feasibility of cardiac EIT imaging, more technical improvements are needed in terms of accuracy and reliability for imaging regional changes^[@CR19]--[@CR21]^.

In this paper, instead of regional imaging, we focus on simultaneously measuring two global variables of tidal volume and stroke volume using EIT. The PCA and ICA are used to separately extract shape-reference voltage waveforms corresponding to lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow. Unlike the previous studies of applying the PCA or ICA to reconstructed EIT images, we apply both methods to measured boundary voltage data before EIT image reconstructions. Adopting the lately developed source consistency EIT method^[@CR22]^, boundary voltage data corresponding to lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow are synthesized from the extracted shape-reference voltage waveforms. These novel preprocessing methods are implemented in an EIT system with 100 frames/s temporal resolution to separately and simultaneously extract respiratory volume and cardiac volume signals from reconstructed time-difference EIT images using the synthesized data.

We will briefly describe the adopted EIT system emphasizing its fast temporal resolution. After explaining the PCA and ICA methods to extract shape-reference waveforms of lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow components, the source consistency method to synthesize boundary voltage data will be described. The proposed methods will be applied to animal experiments using six pigs for performance validation.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

EIT system and data collection {#Sec3}
------------------------------

The adopted EIT device was a KHU Mark 2.5 sixteen-channel EIT system^[@CR23]--[@CR27]^. A pipeline structure of sequential current injections and voltage measurements was implemented to produce one EIT image in 10 ms. A resistor phantom was included in the device for calibrations and performance evaluation. The maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the voltage measurements was about 80 dB.

Currents were injected between a chosen adjacent electrode pair and boundary voltage data were measured between all sixteen adjacent electrode pairs. Sequentially injecting currents between all sixteen adjacent electrode pairs, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$16\times 16=256$$\end{document}$ voltage data could be acquired to comprise one scan. For each current injection, however, three voltage data from three adjacent electrode pairs including the current-injection electrodes were discarded since they were affected by the contact impedances of the current-injection electrodes. From consecutive scans at 100 frames/s for *T* s, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N=100\times T$$\end{document}$. Each one of these time-series is called a voltage channel in this paper. Note that each voltage channel is influenced by the following factors: lung ventilation, cardiac blood flow, movements of internal organs, chest motions of respiratory efforts, body position changes, measurement noise and interferences, boundary geometry of the chest, and electrode positions, shapes, and sizes.

In time-difference EIT, errors in boundary geometry and electrode configurations are minimized using the difference between a set of voltage data at certain time and another set at a chosen reference time. In this paper, since we separately extract voltage channel data corresponding to lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow, subsequent time-difference EIT image reconstructions will be also done separately.

Extraction of shape-reference waveforms {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{l}$$\end{document}$. The choice of the first principal component was based on the observation that lung ventilation produces largest changes in measured boundary voltage data in the absence excessive motion artifacts. The PCA was implemented using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Syntheses of voltage channel data {#Sec5}
---------------------------------

When there exists a single time-varying conductivity source or physiological function inside the chest, the recent source consistency method showed that the following observations hold^[@CR22]^.The shapes of all time-varying voltage channels are identical up to scaling constants and offsets.The shape of each time-varying voltage channel is determined by the shape of the time-varying conductivity waveform of the source.For multiple time-varying conductivity sources, each voltage channel influenced by all sources can be approximated as a weighted sum of shape-reference voltage waveforms of the individual sources.
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In the absence of excessive motion artifacts, we set the sum of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_i$$\end{document}$ are irrelevant in time-difference EIT image reconstructions where voltage differences are used.

Image reconstructions and volume signals {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------

The fidelity-embedded regularization (FER) algorithm was adopted for time-difference EIT image reconstructions^[@CR28]^. To incorporate the subject-specific boundary shape into the sensitivity matrix computation, a 3D Scanner (Sense, 3D Systems, U.S.A.) was used to capture the boundary shape of each pig. Using the synthesized data matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{I}_h$$\end{document}$ corresponding to lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow, respectively, were reconstructed. From the reconstructed time-difference images, we defined ROIs where the respiratory volume signal (RVS) and cardiac volume signal (CVS) were extracted as sums of pixel values within the ROIs. All computations were done using MATLAB (The MathWorks, U.S.A.).

Animal experiments {#Sec7}
------------------

The animal experiment was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (SMC-20150804001, Samsung Medical Center, Seoul, Korea). All experiments using six normal pigs (average weight of 29± 2 kg and age of 6 month) were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the setup for the animal experiments. Each animal was premedicated with intramuscular injection of ketamine (20 mg/kg) and xylazine (2.5 mg/kg). The animal was connected to a mechanical ventilator (Hamilton-G5, Hamilton Medical, Switzerland) by tracheal intubation. Anesthesia was maintained by inhalation of 2% isoflurane mixed with 25% oxygen. Throughout the experiment, vital signs were monitored using a patient monitor (IntelliVue MP50, Philips, Netherlands). The respiration rate was 20 breaths/min and the heart rate was in the range of 70--100 beats/min. The supplied air volume from the ventilator was 8 ml/kg at the beginning of the experiment and increased to 18 ml/kg in four steps. Cardiac output and stroke volume were independently measured using an invasive hemodynamic monitor (EV1000, Edwards Lifesciences, USA) in the transpulmonary thermodilution (TPTD) mode.Figure 2Experimental setup for in vivo chest EIT imaging.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} plots measured 208 voltage channels from the first animal during mechanical ventilation. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c are enlarged views of several voltage channels. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the normalized singular values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=1,2,\ldots ,208$$\end{document}$ after applying the PCA to the voltage data in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The first principal component was selected as the shape-reference waveform for lung ventilation denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{X}$$\end{document}$ of 208 voltage channels from a mechanically ventilated pig. (**a**--**c**) are enlarged views of several channels. Figure 4Normalized singular values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=1,2,\ldots ,208$$\end{document}$. Twelve singular vectors corresponding to the largest twelve singular values were chosen to approximate the voltage data.

Using the ICA applied to the principal components of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{u}_1$$\end{document}$, we computed the source signals and their frequency spectra as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In this example, we selected the ninth independent component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{h}$$\end{document}$ of cardiac blood flow. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a shows a typical voltage channel with its power spectrum while (b) and (c) plot the extracted shape-reference waveforms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{h}$$\end{document}$ and their power spectra, respectively.Figure 5Separated independent components and their frequency spectra. The fundamental frequency of cardiac blood flow is denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_h$$\end{document}$. Figure 6(**a**) Typical voltage channel data and its spectrum including both lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow components. (**b**) Separated lung ventilation component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{l}$$\end{document}$ and its spectrum. (**c**) Separated cardiac blood flow component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{h}$$\end{document}$ and its spectrum.

Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the synthesized data of 208 voltage channels for lung ventilation and magnified views of several channels. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} plots the synthesized voltage data for cardiac blood flow. Using these synthesized voltage channel data, time-difference EIT image reconstructions were conducted for lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow separately. Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a,b show typical images of lung ventilation and extracted RVSs from four ROIs, respectively. Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a,b show typical images of cardiac blood flow and extracted CVSs from two ROIs, respectively.Figure 7Synthesized voltage data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{X}_l$$\end{document}$ of lung ventilation. (**a**--**c** are enlarged views of several channels. Figure 8Synthesized voltage data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{X}_h$$\end{document}$ of cardiac blood flow. (**a**--**c**) are enlarged views of several channels. Figure 9(**a**) Reconstructed images of lung ventilation and (**b**) extracted RVSs from four ROIs. The RVSs were periodic with little variability since the animal was mechanically ventilated. Figure 10(**a**) Reconstructed images of cardiac blood flow and (**b**) extracted CVSs from two ROIs. Note that two CVSs from the heart and lung ROIs have the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$180^\circ$$\end{document}$ phase difference. The beat-to-beat variations of the CVSs are mainly due to changes in intrathoracic pressure during breathing cycles.

The total RVS was calibrated with the corresponding air volume from the mechanical ventilator. Tidal volumes were computed as valley-to-peak values of the total RVS. Using the data from six animals, the estimated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2$$\end{document}$ value was 0.99 between the EIT-derived tidal volumes and the supplied air volumes from the mechanical ventilator as shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}a. The Bland--Altman plot shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}b indicates that the differences between them are less than ± 20 ml.

The CVS from the heart ROI was calibrated with the separately measured stroke volume data using the invasive hemodynamic monitor in the TPTD mode. Stroke volumes were computed as valley-to-peak values of the CVS from the heart ROI. The estimated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2$$\end{document}$ value was 0.86 between the EIT-derived stroke volumes and the simultaneously measured stroke volumes using the TPTD method as shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}a. The Bland--Altman plot shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}b indicates that the differences between them are less than ± 4.7 ml.Figure 11(**a**) Linear relation between the EIT-derived tidal volume ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2=0.99$$\end{document}$. (**b**) Bland--Altman plot between them with ± 20 ml differences. Figure 12(**a**) Linear relation between the EIT-derived stroke volume ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2=0.86$$\end{document}$. (**b**) Bland--Altman plot between them with ± 4.7 ml differences. There was no intervention to control the stroke volume other than controlling the tidal volume using the mechanical ventilator.

Stroke volume changes during a breathing cycle since intrathoracic pressure varies as lung volume changes. Figure [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}a,b show two examples of the RVS and CVS at normovolemia and hypovolemia caused by bleeding, respectively. The amount of stroke volume changes during a breathing cycle is called the stroke volume variation (SVV)^[@CR29],[@CR30]^. We calculated the SVV for the CVSs in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} SVV=\frac{SV_{max}-SV_{min}}{(SV_{max}+SV_{min})/2}\times 100 (\%). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The average SVV during four breathing cycles at normovolemia in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}a and hypovolemia in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}b was 31 and 59%, respectively.Figure 13Stroke volume variation (SVV) was observed in the measured CVS during multiple breathing cycles at (**a**) normovolemia and (**b**) hypovolemia caused by bleeding. The average SVV during four breathing cycles was 31 and 59% for (**a**) and (**b**), respectively.

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

We proposed a new method of using the PCA and ICA to extract shape-reference waveforms of lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow from measured boundary voltage data in EIT. Applying the source consistency method, all voltage channels associated with lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow could be separately synthesized using the corresponding extracted shape-reference waveforms. The data synthesis method improves the SNR of the voltage channel data. This is especially useful for cardiac blood flow imaging since the boundary voltages originating from cardiac blood flow are much smaller than those of lung ventilation. The source consistency method accomplishes this at the price of forcing the timecources of all pixel values within one source to have the same shape but possibly different amplitudes^[@CR22]^. In a reconstructed EIT image using the source consistency method, therefore, we cannot recover different time delays among pixels.

Although the source consistency method imposes this constraint in the time domain, image reconstructions are done using a conventional sensitivity matrix method. Unlike the monotonicity assumption^[@CR31]^, therefore, some pixel values can be increasing while others are decreasing. This means that the proposed method can recover a spatially varying conductivity distribution associated with each source. In Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b, all four regional RVSs have the same shape as the shape-reference waveform of lung ventilation in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, but they have different amplitudes. In Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}b, two regional CVSs from the heart and lung ROIs have the same shape as the shape-reference waveform of cardiac blood flow in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, but they are 180$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^\circ$$\end{document}$ out of phase.

If the extracted shape-reference waveforms are the true representatives of lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow, the proposed method should effectively suppress all artifacts not associated with these physiological functions. The shape-reference waveforms, however, could have been affected by movements of internal organs and chest wall. The heart, for example, moves inside the chest due to respiration and its own beating. The geometrical relation between the electrodes and the heart, therefore, changes with time. Although the effective slice thickness of the reconstructed EIT images using one ring of 16 electrodes around the chest could be as large as 10 cm^[@CR9]^, it needs to be investigated if the accuracy in measured stroke volume can be improved using a three-dimensional electrode configuration. Two rings of electrodes around the chest or only on the chest could be tried in future studies.

To extract shape-reference waveforms of lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow using the PCA and ICA methods, there should be a scout imaging period of one minute, for example, from a stationary subject with normal breathing. The heart rate should be measured independently from the subject using simultaneously acquired ECG or photoplethysmography data. The extracted shape-reference waveforms could be used for subsequent EIT imaging of lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow as long as these time-varying physiological functions remain reasonably stationary. In this paper, we tested the proposed method on mechanically ventilated animals with normal cardiac functions. In practice, however, spontaneous breathing could be irregular and there may occur cardiac arrhythmias such as atrial fibrillation. To be able to properly handle more complicated patterns of lung ventilation and cardiac blood flow, it will be worthwhile to carefully investigate the information contents of multiple PCA and ICA components to check the possibility of using a sum of multiple components as a shape-reference waveform. Future studies should also improve the real-time implementation of the proposed method to determine when and how to update the shape-reference waveforms based on a quality estimate of reconstructed images.

The proposed method may work well in the absence of excessive motion artifacts. Once the shape-reference waveforms are extracted, the method can produce the RVS and CVS even though some motion artifacts occur afterwards. In practice, however, there could be different amounts of motion artifacts from patients in ICU, PACU, ER, and other places in hospital. Further studies are needed to find how robust is the method against motion artifacts from patients in numerous clinical settings.

All impedance-based methods including EIT to measure air or blood volumes inside the human body provide values of impedance or impedance changes not absolute volumes in milliliter. The RVS and CVS extracted from EIT images could be used without any volume calibration for some clinical applications where only changes in volume over time are the key information. However, there are other clinical applications requesting absolute values of stroke volume and tidal volume. Future studies should devise a volume calibration method using personal information such as age, sex, weight, and height in addition to measured impedance data from each subject.

Among many potential clinical applications, the RVS could be used to monitor hypoventilation of non-intubated patients with respiratory depression^[@CR32]^. The CVS could contribute to optimize the fluid management protocol for hemodynamically-unstable patients in ICU^[@CR33]^. Future studies are needed to show the clinical efficacy of the proposed method in these clinical applications. Other clinical applications of noninvasive cardiopulmonary monitoring in numerous clinical settings could be also pursued.

Conclusion {#Sec10}
==========

We developed a new noninvasive method to simultaneously measure stroke volume and tidal volume using EIT with the PCA, ICA, and source consistency method. The measured stroke volume and tidal volume values from six anesthetized animals were compared with those simultaneously measured using the invasive transpulmonary thermodilution method and the mechanical ventilator, respectively. The differences in stroke volume were within ± 4.7 ml in the range of 15--45 ml. The differences in tidal volume were within ± 20 ml in the range of 200 and 600 ml. Future studies are needed to further validate the measurement accuracy in wider ranges of stroke volume and tidal volume. Clinical studies should be pursued to find the efficacy of the proposed method in applications such as fluid management, administration of vasopressor and inotrope, hypoventilation detection, sleep study, and others.
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